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INTRODUCTION

The Oak Ridge Isochronous Cyclotron (ORIC) is a variable energy,

multiparticle accelerator that produces beams of energetic heavy ions

which are used as probes to study the structure of the atomic nucleus.

Some 250 scientists from around the world use this multi-mill ion-dollar

accelerator at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory.

In order to accelerate and transmit a particular ion at a specified

energy to an experimenter's apparatus, the electrical currents in up to

82 magnetic field producing coils must be established to accuracies of

from 0.1 to 0.001 percent. Mechanical elements must also be positioned

by means of motors or pneumatic drives. A mathematical model of this

complex system provides a good approximation of operating parameters

required to produce an ion beam. However, manual tuning of the system

must be performed to optimize the beam quality. This procedure is

followed to produce ion beams that have not been accelerated"before.

However, since the major portion of operation is with beams that have

been produced previously, efficient operation can best be accomplished

by using the operating parameters recorded for prior experiments—and

not using the modeling approach.
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with the U. S. Department of Energy.
DISTRIBUTION OF THIS DOCUMENT IS UNLIMI1ED
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The database system was implemented as an on-line query and

retrieval system running at a priority lower than the cyclotron real-

time software. It was designed for matching beams recorded in the

database with beams specified for experiments. The database is rela-

tional and permits searching on ranges of any subset of the eleven beam

categorizing attributes. A beam file selected from the database is

transmitted to the cyclotron general control software which handles the

automatic slewing of power supply currents and motor positions to the

file values, thereby replicating the desired parameters.

OPERATING ENVIRONMENT

A portion of the ORIC f a c i l i t y is shown in Figure 1. The main

magnet yoke is at the l e f t of the photograph. Twenty-three power

supplies, furnishing up to 5000 amperes of dc current, ta i lo r the inter-

nal magnetic f ie ld to define the trajectory of the ions being -

accelerated. The resonator for the RF high voltage accelerating system

can be seen above the operators. Electrostatic and magnetic elements

extract the ions from the cyclotron into the chest-high evacuated beam

line below the resonator. A series of bending magnets, the f i r s t of

which is shown below the end of the resonator, deflect the beam through

evacuated tubes to one of 20 experiment stations located throughout the

15,000 f t2 f a c i l i t y .

The power supplies are controlled by reference voltages furnished

by digital-to-analog converters (DAC's) connected to the ORIC control

computer. A l inear relat ionship, including slope and of fset , exists

between the d ig i t impressed upon the DAC and the current generated by

the power supply. Since power supplies can be switched to more than one
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magnetic element, the control software must keep track of the intercon-

nections and guarantee that a supply cannot furnish more current than a

load element can dissipate safely- This is accomplished by detailed

tables describing both transducers (power supplies, motors, actuators,

etc.) and load elements.

The global tables describing the hardware environment are

accessible to all tasks of the real-time control software. Tasks exe-

cute operator communications entered via a keyboard or a manual control

panel; monitor equipment operation by scanning analog- or synchro-to-

digital converters; and provide system status information through CRT

displays or audible alarms-

One task of particular importance for this discussion is SET. It

provides for the controlled setting of any element (power supply, motor,

etc.) to a desired value in a continuous and proper slewing manner. The

operator may interact with SET via the keyboard and command a single

element, or a generic group of elements, to be driven to a specified

value. Furthermore, tasks can communicate with SET to affect the entire

hardware environment. Set points can be supplied in files furnished by

the mathematical modeling routine mentioned earlier, or by the database

routines to be discussed in the following sections.

DATABASE DESIGN

This section describes the data structures and data management

routines that, combined, define the ORIC database system. The database

is relational, as it permits searching on ranges of any subset of the

ion-beam attributes (keys). Sequential attribute processing in the file

retrieval routine, rather than an extensive overhead structure, is used
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to implement the relat ional model. The database is small («400 f i l e s ) ,

with simple data structures. Hence, even with the extra processing

required by the relat ional model, response time is reasonable.

Database structure

An ORIC database f i l e contains al l information on a beam which is

necessary to reproduce i t . This information includes: (1) ion-beam

at t r ibu tes , (2) interconnection assignments of the numerous power sup-

plies and magnetic elements that steer the ion's path through the

system, and (3) values that represent e lect r ica l currents of power

supplies, positions of motor dr ive- t ra ins , and status of mechanical

actuators. The ion-beam att r ibutes are the parameters which define or

specify a part icular beam. The remainder of the bean f i l e describes the

physical connections and transducer settings that w i l l produce that

beam. The ion-beam attr ibutes thus serve as keys or relations upon

which the database may be searched.

The beam att r ibutes are grouped in a 10-word block called a f i l e

labe l , formatted as shown in Figure 2. To speed up database searching,

the f i l e labels of a l l beam f i l e s are grouped together at the start of

the database in a directory. Word 10 of the f i l e label contains pointers

to the f i l e body in the database. A br ief explanation of each beam

fol lows:

(1) Run Number - Uniquely ident i f ies each chronological beam generated

on ORIC. The alphabetic character denotes a series of runs made

with the same ORIC equipment configuration.

(2) Experiment Number - Number assigned to the research experiment for

which the beam is being generated.

(3) Ion Name - The atomic symbol of the ion being accelerated.
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(4) Ion Mass - The atomic weight of the ions comprising the beam.

(5) Ion Charge - The number of unmatched protons, or stripped electrons,

of the ions in the beam.

(6) Energy - The energy of the ions in million electron volts (MeV).

(7) RF Frequency - The frequency of the voltage accelerating the ions.

(8) and (9) EO of Machine and Harmonic Number - Machine parameters that

characterize the strength of the main magnetic field and mode of

operation of the accelerating system which are calculated from the

ion energy, mass, charge, and RF frequency.

(10) Date - The date when the run started.

(11) Target Station - The number of the beam line traversed by the beam

from extraction from the ORIC to arrival at an experimental room.

Froiii Figure 2 it is obvious that considerable data shifting and masking

is necessary to compress the eleven ion-beam attributes into nine 16-bit

label words. This was done to conserve system disc space (10 file labels

can be stored in each 100-word directory sector). This data encryption

subsequently mandated table-driven decoding of parameters in the data-

base file and search routines, adding considerably to the database

overhead and programming cost. Storing the beam attributes in ASCII in

the file label would have been a far better design. The extra words

needed probably would have been returned in reduced program size.

The ORIC database permits searching on ranges of any subset of tne

beam attributes. For example, all runs of 20>|e8+ (-jon M 6 J mass 20,

charge 8+) with energies in the range 100-110 MeV could be scanned; or

all beams with atomic mass 60 or greater that attained an energy of

100 MeV or more could oe listed. All 1 4 N 4 + beams channeled to Experiment
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Room 14, or all beams run for Experiment B904 could be of interest. The

versat i l i ty of the relational model is evident from these examples.

The format of a complete beam f i l e is shown in Figure 3. The f i l e

consists of the following five blocks:

(1) Copy of f i l e directory label - Beam attributes are duplicated in

the f i l e body to simplify hard-copy routines and verify f i l e

identi f icat ion.

(2) Operator comment block - This block contains up to 255 characters

of comments on the run. Irregular operating conditions or unusual

beam observations are included here.

(3) Amplitude-sine harmonic table - This block contains coefficients of

trigonometric relationships of ORIC harmonic coil currents, needed

to properly shape the magnetic f ield for the accelerated ion.

(4) Physical quantities table - Mechanical positions or current

readings not controlled by the computer but essential to successful

beam generation are included here.

(5) Table of transducer assignments and settings - This is a table with a

6-word entry for each transducer under computer control. The entry

identifies the transducer and i ts assigned load, i f any. The flag-

word contains a code for the transducer generic group ( i . e . , trimming

co i l , harmonic co i l , beam line optics element, etc.,) which is used

in formatting the beam run sheet. The transducer DVM reading and

i ts setting in counts, from the global transducer table, are also

included. For actuator transducers, a single bit in the counts f ield

indicates on/off, inserted/withdrawn, or open/closed. This simple

table of 6-word transducer entries, when sent to control routine SET,

drives automated beam reproduction.
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Database routines

The database software consists of routines that manipulate the data-

base (file, query, retrieval, and edit functions) anc routines to main-

tain the data base (back-up, compress, and dump functions). All data-

base routines are on-line, running at a lower priority than the real-

time control routines. The database routines are initiated via keyword

commands entered at the operators' console.

Database manipulation routines

The following routines manipulate the ORIC database:

DDATTR -This routine performs all database reading and writing. All

routines that access the database must do so via calls to DDATTR.

DDATTR performs the following functions:

(1) DDATTR can dump a file to the database, entering its label in the

database directory, and writing the entire file in the database proper.

DDATTR references a database directory header to calculate pointers for

performing this function.

(2) DDATTR can locate a file in the directory and transfer it to memory.

In calling DDATTR to locate a file, a database routine must supply a

min/max search block, and a search flag word (see Figure 4 ) . The search

flag word specifies which of the eleven beam attributes will be used in

the search, while the min/max search block gives the -ange of each of the

corresponding specified parameters. For example, to search for all NE

beams run in September, 1981, a database task would set bits b2 and bg of

the search flag word to 1, and would define a 4-word min/max search block

equivalent to NE,NE,09/01/81,09/30/81. The min/max values must be in the

file label format of the corresponding attribute.
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To perform the search, DDATTR sequentially scans each label in the

database directory. To extract a specified attribute from the file

label, DDATTR performs table-driven shifting and masking operations.

It then compares the extracted attribute with the range of values given

in the min/max search block. DDATTR searches for the first file that

matches all the specified attributes, loads the file into memory, and

returns. If no file in the directory matches all specified attributes,

DDATTrt flags an error. In calling ODATTR's locate option, a database

routine can specify that the search start at the beginning of the

directory, or continue from the last matched file. Thus, successive

calls to DDATTR with the same min/max search block will return all data-

base files matching the specified attributes.

(3) DDATTR can 1ist or return successive database directory sectors, ten

file labels per sector.

(4) Finally, DDATTR can redump or overwrite a file in the database.

Here, DDATTR searches the directory for a label identical to the calling

routine label, and then overwrites the corresponding file.

FILE - This database manipulation task is used to create a database file

corresponding to the current cyclotron beam. A block diagram of FILE is

shown in Figure 5. When initiated, FILE calls DEFINE to define the beam

attributes and format them into a label block. DEFINE requests most file

attributes from the operator, checks for legality, and performs shift and

mask operations to encode it properly in the label block. DEFINE's pro-

cessing is table-driven. The table describes each attribute in terms of

alphabetic or numeric sub-attributes. Min/max values, relative label

word, shift alignment, and extraction mask for each sub-attribute are
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included. Once all beam attributes have been defined, DEFINE calls

DISPLAY to display a table of file attributes on the console. DEFINE

will permit the operator to redefine attributes until he is satisfied,

then DEFINE returns the formatted label to FILE.

FILE next calls FORMAT to format various date blocks into an ORIC

beam file. FORMAT starts with the file label and then calls COMMENT to

handle request and processing of the file comment Dlock. FORMAT picks

up the global amp/sine harmonic block then calls PHYS to handle specifi-

cation of the physical quantities table. FORMAT builds the table of

transducer assignments and settings from global tables. Finally, FORMAT

formats the beam file from its constituent blocks and returns it to FILE.

FILE now calls DUKP to create a run sheet of the beam file- DUMP

calls ENTRY to format the beam attributes in a single PRINT line, dumps

each of the other beam file blocks, and returns to FILE. FILE calls

DDATTR's dump option to enter the beam file in the database, and finally

notifies the operator that the beam has been recorded.

FILE is the only database routine that performs the file or create

function. All bean: files &re built and inserted in the database via

FILE.

SEARCH - This database manipulation task is used to search for, and

optionally load, a datHv.s1; ha-nn file. A block diagram of SEARCH is

shown in Figure 5. SEARCH begins by calling DEFINE to define the file

search attributes. The operation of DEFINE here is nearly identical to

its operation in FILE. The only differences are: (1) Any subset of the

beam attributes may be defined, (2) A range, rather than a specific

value is defined for each attribute; and (3) A search flag word, and
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min/max search block, rather than a f i l e label block, is returned.

Again, the at t r ibute processing is table-dr iven, with numerous shi f t and

mask operations. DEFINE permits redef in i t ion of search at tr ibutes and

cal ls DISPLAY to display the at t r ibutes in a console tab le.

SEARCH next performs successive cal ls to DDATTR's load option using

DEFIhE's search data structures. Each cal l returns either a matched

f i l e , or an error ind icat ion. For each f i l e , SEARCH ca l l s ENTRY to for-

mat £ l ine of beam att r ibutes on the console. SEARCH then asks the

operator i f he wishes to refine his search, set up the cyclotron to run

from a f i l e , or ex i t . I f the operator wishes to search some more,

SEARCH cycles; i f he wishes to ex i t , SEARCH ex i t s ; i f he wishes to load

a beeT f i l e , SEARCH requests the run number. SEARCH builds a search

f lag word with the run number b i t set, and a min/max search block with

min run number = max run number = requested run number. SEARCH cal ls

DDATTR's load option with th is data. The returned beam f i l e is then

passed to a control routine SET, which slews the cyclotron transducers

to the corresponding f i l ed sett ings. Except for manual adjustment of a

few transducers not yet under computer cont ro l , the cyclotron is set up

to re-un the beam.

SEARCH is the only database routine which performs query and

retr ieval functions. These functions do not exist independently but are

embedded in a special routine to set up the cyclotron from a beam f i l e .

The ORIC database was designed to meet the demands of an appl icat ion--

computer control of an accelerator—and independent search and retr ieval

funct ions, while possible, have not been found necessary.

10
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EDIT - This database manipulation routine is used to edit or modify any

of the file label parameters. As these beam parameters are the database

keys or relations, modifying them corresponds to changing the interrela-

tionships of files in the database. Figure 5 shows a block diagram of

EDIT. EDIT requests the run number of the file to be edited, builds

corresponding search data structures, and calls DDATTR's lead option to

locate the beam file in the database. EDIT then passes the file label

to LABEL, which handles redefinition of the file label block. LABEL

calls DISPLAY to format the file beam attributes into a console table.

LABEL then enters a loop requesting parameter changes. LABEL'S para-

meter processing is exactly the same as that of DEFINE. LABEL shifts

and masks the redefined attributes into the file label block, and calls

DISPLAY to redisplay the attribute table. When the file label is

correct, LADEL returns it to EDIT. EDIT then calls DDATTR's redump

option to overwrite the file in the database.

EDIT is the primary database edit routine. All database keys or

relations may be changed interactively, using EDIT. On-line editing of

file body data is not supported. As this data is a record of the physi-

cal beam setup at the time of the run, it is not usually subject to

change. Twice in four years we have adjusted quantities in the file

body to reflect new ORIC equipment configurations. This editing was

performed on all files in the database using an off-line routine.

Data maintenance routines
V W V ' V V V V A A / W W ' J V I A A A A V W V

Database maintenance functions are grouped together in a single

routine called TRAN. A block diagram of TRAN is shown in Figure 6.

TRAN performs the following data base maintenance operations:

11
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(1) L is t database directory on pr in ter . LSTDIR cal ls DDATTR's l i s t

option for successive database directory sectors. Each of the ten f i l e

labels in the sector is then formatted by ENTRY into a single pr inter

l i ne .

(2) Print run sheet for f i l e in directory. PRINT requests run number

from the operator, builds run number search data structures, and then

cal ls DDATTR's load option to locate the beain f i l e in the database.

PRINT uses FILE'S DUMP routine to produce a run sheet for the f i l e .

(3) Write magnetic tape copy of database. BACKUP writes a tape direc-

tory label as the f i r s t tape record. BACKUP then retrieves sequential

data-base f i l es by performing null cal ls to DDATTR's load option.

MAGRK's write option writes each f i l e out to tape in 100-word records

(corresponds to a disc sector), terminated by an end-o f - f i l e . MAGERR

handles tape error detection and recovery.

(4) Transfer f i l e s from magnetic tape to database. TTOD requests the

star t and stop f i l e run numbers, checks for a legal tape labe l , and

cal ls MAGRW's read option to return successive beam f i l e s from the tape.

TTOD scans the run number of each f i l e unt i l the star t f i l e is

iden t i f i ed . Thereafter, TTOD cal ls DDATTR's dump option to enter the

tape f i l e s in the database directory. When the stop f i l e has been

encountered and entered, the transfer cycle terminates.

(5) Delete a f i l e from directory. DELETE requests the run number of

the f i l e to be deleted and then cal ls DDATTR's load option with run

number search data structures. DELETE then sets the DEAD b i t of word 1

of the f i l e label (see Figure 2) , and cal ls DDATTR's redump option to

rewrite the f i l e in the database. The f i l e has been ef fect ively

12
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deleted, as all DDATTR options will skip a file whose DEAD bit is set.

(6) Revive a file in directory. REVIVE is an alternate entry point in

DELETE which clears a file's DEAD bit, thereby marking it active.

(7) Rename a FILE in directory. RENAME requests the run number of the

file to be renamed and then calls DDATTR's load option with run number

search data structures. RENAME overwrites word 0 of the file label (see

Figure 2) with the new run number and calls DDATTR's redump option to

rewrite the file in the database.

(8) Compress database, COMPRESS first writes a blank database

directory header on a scratch disc partition. COMPRESS then retrieves

sequential database files by performing null calls to DDATTR's load

option. (In the process all files marked DEAD will be skipped.)

COMPRESS calls DDATTR's dump option with each successive file, and a

pointer to the scratch disc partition, not the database. When all

active database files have been entered in the scratch disc partition,

COMPRESS uses DISCRW to overwrite the database, sector by sector.

(9) List magnetic tape files. LSTTPE checks for a legal tape label and

calls MAGRW's read option to return successive beam files on tape. The

bear;, files are sent to ENTRY which formats each file's beam attributes

in a single line on the printer.

TRAN performs the ORIC database maintenance functions (backup,

delete, compress, list). These maintenance functions, -together with the

previous record, modify, and retrieval functions, exhibit all of the

characteristic data-handling operations of complex databases.

13
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OPERATION OF THE DATABASE SYSTEM

Prior to the implementation of th is system, 4 to 8 hours were spent

to produce a beam for an experiment. This involved locating a beam

record in the ORIC log books, manually adjusting a l l elements to the

hand recorded values, and f ine tuning to maximize the beam—each step

prone to human error. Now the operations crew can rapidly search

through the nearly 400 run f i l e s for the beam they desire, C'jto'i.atically

set up the cyclotron's components to the recorded operating values in

about 5 minutes (depending on excursions and permissible slewing rates),

and have beam to the experimenters in half an hour. The time saved

means not only an increase in productive research time but a cost

savings as wel l . The ORIC consumes 75-100 megawatts cf e lectr ical power

a day' ($3000-4000 at $0.04 per k i lowatt-hour) .

14
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1. Photograph of the Oak Ridge Isochronous Cyclotron.

figure 2. Format of beam database directory label.

Figure 3. Format of database beam files.

Figure 4. Database search structures.

Figure 5. Block diagram of database manipulation functions.

Figure 6. Block diagram of database maintenance functions.





FIGURE 2. FORMAT OF BEAM DATABASE DIRECTORY LABEL
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F I G U R E Z- F O R M A T OF D A T A B A S E B E A M F I L E S
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FIGURE DATABASE SEARCH STRUCTURES
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FIGURE 5. BLOCK DIAGRAM OF DATABASE MANIPULATION FUNCTIONS
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FIGURE 6- BLOCK DIAGRAM OF DATABASE MAINTENANCE FUNCTIONS
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